In many complex networks there is a relatively small group of participants that is well connected and highly influential. In order to understand the whole network and the underlying mechanisms it is very helpful to study the characteristics and the emergence of such a group. Many functional properties are associated with high degree nodes and their interconnectivity patterns (rich-club phenomenon). In this paper we examine structural properties of the x-rich-club of nine existing complex networks, where the x-rich-club is the subgraph induced of the x nodes with the highest degree out of all n nodes in the network. We observe in all networks we analyzed, that a small-sized rich-club containing about √ n nodes forms a dense subgraph which is connected to a significant fraction of the outside nodes, consists mainly of nodes that arrived to the network early, is more symmetric than the whole network and has a much higher induced average degree than the network as a whole.
INTRODUCTION
The study of the structure of complex systems and social networks in the last decade revealed some of the universal properties they share. The basic properties that these networks found to have are: a short diameter (i.e., "six degrees of separation"), a high clustering coefficient, a heavy-tailed degree distribution (e.g., scale-freeness), navigability and more recently densification and a shrinking diameter. These findings lead to a variety of new random graphs models that are trying to emulate properties and the evolution of social networks. Some of the most popular models are the Preferential Attachment model (BA) [1] , the Copy model [11] , the Forest Fire model [15] and more recently the Affiliation Networks model [13] .
The rich-club phenomenon refers to the tendency of high degree nodes ("hubs", or "superstars") of complex networks to be well connected among each other. One of the first papers about this property examined the Autonomous Systems network [27] and coined the term rich-club coefficient for the ratio comparing the number of edges between nodes of degree greater than k to the possible number of edges between these nodes. Colizza et al. [4] refined this notion to account for the fact that higher degree nodes have a higher probability to share an edge than lower degree vertices. They suggest to use baseline networks to avoid a false identification of a rich club. More precisely they propose to use the richclub coefficient of random uncorrelated networks and/or the rich-club coefficient of network derived by random rewiring of edges while maintaining the degree distribution of the network. Weighted versions of the rich-club coefficient have been studied in [20, 21, 28] The importance of the rich-club with respect to the whole network was considered in [26] which demonstrates that the rich-club connectivity has a strong influence of the assortativity and transitivity of a network (i.e., whether connections between nodes of similar degree are more likely and how many triangles occur). Later, [25] , the effect of manipulating rich-club connections with simple link-rewiring on the assortativity and transitivity in networks with varying degree distributions was investigated. Another aspect, namely how the rich-club phenomenon manifests across hierarchies is studied in [17] . Based on these findings, the rich-club can be seen as the elite of a complex network (Cambridge Dictionary:"The richest, most powerful, best educated or best trained group in a society.") due its influence on the rest of the network. We refer to Section 2 for a discussion of related notions.
In this paper we focus on structural properties of the richclub subgraph the most highly connected nodes induce. This is relevant for several reasons. First of all, structural properties of the rich-club in a network may help understand the mechanisms and behavior of the whole network. Second, knowledge on these properties might facilitate the construction of new algorithms and heuristics to solve important problems, that are hard to solve on general graphs. Another advantage of studying the rich club is its size compared to the size of the complete network. Social networks can comprise billions of users and even more edges which makes an analysis more difficult. A smaller, yet important set of nodes can be analyzed with more sophisticated tools such as eigenvalue decompositions and flow computations, which might be is impossible for the complete network.
Let us define the x-rich-club of a network to be the subgraph induced by the x highest-degree nodes. As it turns out, this simple definition leads to some interesting observations when investigating the structure of the inter-connectivity among the highest degree nodes and their interactions with the rest of the network for a growing number of nodes, i.e., for x starting at 1 to x being the total number of nodes. Our results show that the x-rich-club has different structural properties than the whole network it belongs to and that the most tightly nit and influential subgraph contains around square root of all nodes. We suggest a set of measurements to quantify the power of the x-rich-club and consider how the x-rich-club evolves and select its members.
To the best of our knowledge, the set of properties we study have not been analysed for growing rich-clubs before and we believe that a good model for social networks should capture the properties of the rich-club because of its importance and influence on the rest of the network.
Summary of our Findings
Our measurements reinforce some of the claims of previous rich-club studies and demonstrate rich-club existence on datasets that have not been examined under this aspect before, in addition we observe some new features. We measured a variety of parameters for rich-clubs of growing size and we postulate on this empirical evidence that for the structure of the √ n-rich-club and its interaction with the whole network the following statements hold.
Structure: (i) The induced subgraph of the √ n-rich-club of existing social networks is dense, in particular much denser than the whole network. (ii) The largest connected component of this subgraph contains almost all rich-club nodes. (iii) The average degree of the √ n-rich-club in its induced subgraph is significantly higher than the average degree of the whole networks. Note that these findings are not a mere consequence of the fact that rich-club contains the highest degree nodes (cf. to networks with the same number of edges generated according to some complex network models explained later).
Symmetry:
In directed networks the √ n-rich-club is significantly more symmetric than the whole network.
Influence: A significant constant fraction of nodes outside the √ n-rich-club have a neighbor in the √ n-rich-club. Related to this is the fact that the size of the cut between the √ n-rich-club and the rest of the network is a significant constant fraction of all edges in the network.
Evolution: There is a high correlation between the high degree nodes and the seniority of members in the networks. Note that while some models predict this well, other popular models do not. Some of the above properties might have been known on a anecdotal level or may seem obvious, however, they have not been measured together for growing rich-clubs and they cannot be explained by only considering the fact that the x-rich-club contains the highest degree nodes. It does not hold for arbitrary networks that the structure of the x-richclub has these properties. In order to demonstrate this, we compare our findings to the properties the popular Erdös-Renyi model, the Barabási-Albert model and the Affiliation networks model exhibit. While there are some similarities, unfortunately these models fail to produce networks with a rich-club featuring all the properties found in real networks. Related and additional shortcomings have been pointed out for these and other models in previous work on the rich club phenomenon together with the need to devise improved models capturing this [25] .
After reviewing related work and presenting our results in more detail, we discuss our findings and some major open questions raised by them in Section 5.
RELATED WORK
As identifying the most influential nodes in a network is crucial to understand its members behaviour, many other articles considered a variety of notions related to the elite and or the rich-club. Mislove et al. [19] define the core of a network to be any (minimal) set of nodes that satisfies two properties: First, the core must be necessary for the connectivity of the network (i.e., removing the core breaks the remainder of the nodes into many small, disconnected clusters). Second, the core must be strongly connected with a relatively small diameter. As a consequence a core is a small group of well-connected group of nodes that is necessary to keep the remainder of the network connected. Mislove et al. use an approximation technique previously used in Web graph analysis, removing increasing numbers of the highest degree nodes and analyze the connectivity of the remaining graph. The core is thus the largest remaining strongly connected component. They observe that within these cores the path lengths increase with the size of the core when progressively including nodes ordered inversely by their degree. The graphs they study in [19] have a densely connected core comprising of between 1% and 10% of the highest degree nodes, such that removing this core completely disconnects the graph.
Another definition for a core can be found in [2] . Borgatti and Everett measure how close the adjaceny matrix of a graph is to the block matrix {{1, 1}, {1, 0}}. This captures the intuitive conception that social networks have a dense, cohesive core and a sparse, unconnected periphery. core/periphery networks revolve around a set of central nodes, not just one, who are well-connected with each other, and also with the periphery. Peripheral nodes in contrast are connected to the core, but not to each other. On the other hand there are "clumpy" networks consist of two or more subgroups that are well-connectd within group but weakly connected across groups -like a collection of islands. If we compare networks with the same density, core/periphery networks have shorter average path lengths than clumpy networks. In addition to formalizing these intuitions, they devise algorithms for detecting core/periphery structures, along with statistical tests for testing a priori hypotheses [3] .
The nestedness of a network represents the likelihood of a node to be connected to the neighbors of higher degree nodes. When examining this property, block modeling of adjacency matrices arranged by the degree of the nodes is also used. E.g., Lee et al [5] study such block diagrams for complex network models and they define a simple nestedness measure for unipartite and bipartite networks to capture the degree to which different groups in networks interact.
Apart from analysing the most influential nodes, many articles have studied a wide range of properties of social networks. E.g., the networks youtube, flickr, facebook, wikipedia and livejournal have been analysed in depth in [19, 18, 22] .In addition there is a large body of papers studying information dissemination and path lengths [1, 8, 14, 7] , and community structure [16] , to name but a few examples.
DEFINITIONS, DATASETS AND MODELS
A complex network is modeled as a graph G = (V, E) with n = |V | nodes connected by a set of (directed) edges E, m = |E|. These edges represent a relation between two nodes, such as frienship, citations, following on twitter, etc. We define the x-rich-club of a network to be the subgraph induced by the x nodes of highest degree. If x is known from the context, we write nrc and mrc to denote the number of nodes or edges in the x-rich-club graph. We say a graph with m = n ρ edges has a density parameter of ρ. I.e., ρ := log n (m). The density parameter of a graph is a number between 0 and 2. The closer this value is to 2, the more the graph is complete. I.e. a clique has density parameter 2.
Today several popular online social networking sites like Twitter, Flickr, You-Tube, Orkut, and LiveJournal exist. These networking sites are based on an explicit user graph to organize, locate, and share content as well as contacts. In many of these sites, links between users are public and can be crawled automatically. This allows researchers to capture and study a large fraction of the user graph. The obtained data sets present an ideal opportunity to measure and study online social networks at a large scale. Mislove et al. [19, 18, 22] have collected data from the most prominent online social networks and make them available to the research community. We used their data on Facebook, Livejournal, Orkut, Flickr, Youtube and Wikipedia in addition to data provided by the Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection (http://snap.stanford.edu/data/) on Autonomous systems graphs. Furthermore, we study the rich-club of Twitter [12] and a citation network (who cites whom) derived from DBLP and the ACM digital library.
Facebook is a prototypical social networking site where members fill in a profile with information about themselves and they can add other members as friends. If a user accepts another user's friend request, a link between them is established. Mislove et al. crawled the New Orleans regional network of facebook and they estimate that they crawled about 52% of its users. Orkut is a another "pure" social networking site, in the sense that the primary purpose of the site is finding and connecting to new users, it is very popular in Brazil and India. Mislove et al. estimate that they crawled about 11% of all Orkut users. Others online networks are intended primarily for publishing, organizing, and locating content like Flickr for photographs and YouTube for videos. At the time of crawling these networks were directed, i.e., a link from user a to user b did not imply the reciprocal connection exists as well. Mislove et al. estimate that they crawled about 27% of all Flickr users, whereas they do not provide such a figure for YouTube because the total number of YouTube users is harder to estimate due to its API.
Livejournal is an on-line blogging community that allows its members to declare which other members are their friends. Mislove et al. estimate that they crawled about 95% of all users. Wikipedia is a free encyclopedia written collaboratively by volunteers around the world. Articles can link to each other and thus form a directed network of webpages. Mislove et al. based there data set on crawls of the edit history of wikipedia. The AS (autonomous system) graph we study in this papers is the graph with the highest number of nodes available from http://www.caida.org/data/active/asrelationships/. It contains the edge set derived from a set of RouteViews BGP table snapshots. Twitter is a microblogging network, where users can publish short messages (140 characters, "tweet") and follow other users tweets. Unlike friendship ind facebook or orkut, following somebody is not necessarily symmetric, i.e., the twitter user network is directed. The dataset of twitter we use in this paper has been collected by Kwak et al. [12] and it is the largest graph we examine. The last network we investigate concerns citations links between DBLP authors. More precisely we used the citation graph of articles from a crawl of the digital library of ACM containing 86050 vertices and 235271 edges. The number of publications that are both in DBLP and in the citation graph is 83689. Based on this we constructed a citation graph of authors with publications both in DBLP and ACM's digital library. In order to prevent confusions with the ACM DL citation graph and the DBLP co-author graph we called this graph "author citations".
To find out if the rich-club real life complex networks is structurally different from arbitrary networks and to examine the rich-club of some well known graph models, we generate some graphs according to the the Erdös-Renyi random graph model, the Barabasi-Albert model and the Affiliation model. One of the first and most simple models for networks is the Erdös-Renyi (ER) random graph model [6] . In this model an edge between each pair of nodes exists with equal probability p, independently of the other edges. One model to generate scale-free graphs exhibiting some properties found in real networks is the Barabási-Albert model [1] . It captures growth and preferential attachment. More precisely it models the evolution of a social network, where nodes join the network and build links to existing nodes, based on their degree. The higher the degree of a node, the more likely it is to attract new nodes to connect to it (positive feedback cycle). The network starts as an initial network of m0 nodes. New nodes are added to the network one at a time. Each new node is connected to m ≤ m0 existing nodes with a probability that is proportional to the number of neighbors that the existing nodes already have. Formally, the probability pi that the new node is connected to node i is [1] 
, where deg(i) is the degree of node i. In this report we adopt the convention m0 = m and start with an initial network forming a complete graph (clique). Another model, based on a bipartite affiliation graph from which a social network is derived, was presented in [13] . The affiliation graph models the fact that people ("actors") are typically connected to other people via "societies" (e.g., schools we visited, streets we live in, companies we work for, etc.). The social network is obtained by folding the bipartite graph, i.e., by generating an (undirected) edge in the social network for paths of length two in the affiliation graph. The affiliation graph evolves by let- Table 1 : Basic properties of examined networks: number of nodes, number of edges, average degree, percentage of possible degree reached, number of nodes in the √ n-rich-club, number of edges in the √ n-rich-club, average degree in the √ n-rich-club subgraph, percentage of possible degree reached in the √ n-rich-club subgraph, and the ratio of the degree percentage in the √ n-rich-club subgraph and the whole network.
ting new actors and societies copy another node's neighbors with some probability in addition to preferential attachment edges based on the degree. For each of these models we produced graphs with 1 million nodes. The parameters we used were p = 0.00002 for the ER model, m = 10 for the BA model, and cq = cu = 2 (the number of edges added in 1 evolution step), s = 2 (the number of edges added by preferential attachment) and β = 0.5 (how often the left/right side of the bipartite graph grows). We decided to use these models as most other models known to us are based on variations and combinations of these models.
All data sets (with degree rank as node identifiers) that we used in this paper are publicly available by emailing avin@cse.bgu.ac.il .
MEASUREMENTS
We studied a variety of parameters for rich-clubs of growing size. In order to compare networks of different sizes we generated two different normalized plots. In the first kind of plots the x-axis describes the rich-club size linearly, i.e., at x ∈ [0, 1] the measurement point for the rich-club of size x · n can be found. In the second kind of plots the x-axis describes the rich-club size for growing roots of the network size, i.e., at x ∈ [0, 1] the measurement point for the richclub of size n x is depicted. In addition we often compare the properties of the networks with the properties of their respective √ n-rich-club, i.e., the subgraph induced by the √ n highest degree nodes. As we we will see later when considering how properties change with the size of the rich-club, in most networks the rich-club consisting of around √ n highest degree nodes features some properties that smaller and larger rich-clubs do not. Table 3 gives a summary on basic properties of the networks under scrutiny. Let us first compare the average degree in the √ n-rich-club and in the whole network. The maximum achievable degree of any node is the size of the network -1. While in the rich-club the nodes reach between 3% (livejournal) and 22% (flickr) of the maximum possible degree, the coresponding value for the whole network is more than 350 times less, in some cases even more than 26000 times less (flickr). Note that the degree percentage reached in the rich-club of the ER graph (0.007%) is much smaller than in the real networks whereas the opposite is the case in the affiliation model (49%).
Basic Properties
Density Earlier we claimed that the rich-clubs of social networks are highly connected graphs. In this section we validate this on our data. The main tool we use is to measure the density parameter of the k-rich-club. Figure 1 shows the density parameter of the n x -rich-club for different networks. We observe that for x < 1/2 the n x -rich-club is significantly denser than the whole network. The exact details for the √ n-rich-club are given the Table 2 . First, this indeed shows a major structural difference between the rich-club and other sub-networks. Second, this suggest that finding the most dense subgraph, an NP-complete problem in general graphs, may turn out to be easy to find (or approximate) in social networks.
How well do the models fit the data? The ER model does not produce a rich club, even though the average degree of the whole network is in the same order of magnitude as in the other networks under scrutiny. The comparison with ER shows that the fact that the rich club consists of high data density rich-club density diff youtube Table 2 : Density of whole network compared to density of √ n-rich-club network degree nodes does not suffice to result in a dense √ n-richclub. The affiliation model can produce a very dense √ nrich-club, but we can prove easily that a network according to the BA model can never have an rich-club with more than a linear number of edges due to its scalefreeness.
Theorem 4.1 (Barabasi-Albert Elite Density). The expected number of edges in the x-rich-club of a BarabasiAlbert graph is linear, i.e., O(x).
Proof. No matter which nodes belong to the x-rich-club, each node has m outgoing edges in the BA model. Hence the total number of edges within the rich-club cannot exceed 2xm. As a consequence the rich-club is not dense if x is not in the same order of magnitude as m.
In Figure 1 we can see that neither the BA model nor the affiliation model succeed in modelling the behaviour of the density parameter for growing rich-club size well. While it decreases to fast in the BA model after having reached its peak at n 0.2 , the maximum density in the affiliation model is not reached until after an rich-club size of √ n whereas in the real networks the density value is on an almost constant high level until an rich-club size of about √ n.
The "power" of the rich-club: Influence and Crossing Edges As defined in the dictionary the rich-club member have a strong influence on the network they belong to. We measure this using two parameters. The first refers to the size of the cut between the rich club and the rest of the network, i.e., the number of edges that cross from the rich-club to nodes outside the rich-club, the so-called crossing edges.
Not surprisingly we see that even for a small rich-club size the number of crossing edges is a significant fraction of the total number of edges. Second, we measure the influence of the rich-club, defined by the fraction of nodes outside the rich-club that are connected to at least one member of the rich-club. Again we notice that even a small-scale rich-club influences a large fraction of the outside nodes directly in the real networks under scrutiny. In Fig 2 we present the fraction of crossing edges. The two top figures show the ratio between the number of crossing edges to the number of crossing edges and rich-club edges. We can see clearly that up to √ n-rich-club the number of crossing edges dominates the number of edges with at least on incident node in the rich-club significantly. The lower figure depicts the percentage of crossing edges compare to the total number of edges in the whole network. Here the √ n-rich-club displays its power prominently, the number of crossing edges at this point is a large fraction of the total number of edges in the network. While in all models this fraction is less than 10%, for six real network it is above, four of them above 20% and one even above 60%! In Figure 3 we can study the influence, i.e., how many nodes the rich-club nodes can reach in one hop with growing rich-club size. Not surprisingly the percentage of reachable outside nodes increases slowly when the rich-club grows, until it reaches its maximum when the krich-club covers the whole network. We can clearly see that the influence of the rich-club of the ER network stays much lower than the existing complex networks until the rich-club reaches a size of about n 0.65 . Moreover in both Figures 2  and 3 we can notice that the models (random, BA and Affiliation) have different results than most of the real networks. The √ n-rich-club exhibits the property that a high percentage of nodes outside the rich-club are connected to at least one of the rich-club nodes, see [1, 10, 12] . We call nodes that arrive early senior members of the network. We would like to point out the arrival order of rich-club nodes in the Affiliation model network compared to wikipedia. Figure 4 shows that in the Wikipedia graph the members of the 10'000-rich-club are indeed mostly seniors, i.e., they arrived early (low y-axis value). On the other hand, Fig 4 exposes what we think can be a major problem in the Affiliation model. The figure shows that significant number of the 10'000-rich-club are non-senior members, i.e., there are many nodes that arrived late (high y-axis value) but have a very high degree (low x-axis value). This can be intuitively understood from the model: in the Affiliation model, a late comer (i.e., nonsenior) node usually joins a popular affiliation in the copying process. Once it joined an affiliation its degree is (immedi- ately!) at least the size of the affiliation. This leads to a situation where all members of the largest affiliation (of which many members are not senior) are part of the richclub. We can clearly see this phenomena in Figure 4 . The nodes in the same "black wave" in the plot belong to the same affiliation.
Maximum Sociability Another measure for the structure Elite influence: percentage of nodes outside the n x -rich-club that are connected to at least one node in the n x -rich-club. Example, at (x, y) = (0.5, 0.75) ("wikipedia"), the rich-club consisting of the n 0.5 = √ n highest degree nodes is connected to 3/4 of the nodes outside the rich-club.
and connectivity of the k-rich-club is the sociability. The sociability of a graph is its normalized average degree. For a graph of growing size the maximum sociability captures the size of the network at which its members are, on average, most socially involved (or influenced) in the community. As mentioned earlier the average degree of the BA model is the same for any k-rich-club and therefore its sociability level is more or less constant after 5% of the network size. In contrast, real social networks are significantly different with the maximum sociability achieved at a k-rich-club of size around n 0.6 . This can be seen in Figure 5 , where the lower figure shows that the maximum is achieved at a small scale k-rich-club, and the upper figure provide details about the scale at which the maximum appears. Interestingly, all real social networks have a single peak for the maximum, this may indicate that this point is a good candidate to define the "right" size of the rich-club. An exception to this rule of thumb is the wikipedia graph with two maxima.
Elite Connectivity and Block Diagrams In social networks, the largest connected component (LCC) typically covers almost all nodes of the network. However this does not imply that for any graph with a large LCC it must hold that the LCC of the x-rich-club contains almost all x nodes. E.g., we found when analysing the size of the LCC of the √ n-rich-club reveals that almost all nodes in the rich-club of the social networks belong to the LCC. The same holds for the BA and affiliation model. In the ER graph however, most rich-club nodes do not have any edges to other rich-club nodes, hence the rich-club is split into many separate components, most of them consisting of one node only. To find out which parts of the rich-club are more or less connected, we applied block modeling, a popular analysis technique for social networks (see [24] , Chapter 12 for more information). Block modeling is typically applied on dense graphs. Consequently, it is an ideal tool to study the rich-club. Block modeling uses the adjacency matrix as a computational platform for visualization. Traditionally the main problem of block modeling is to find a good permutation to identify structures and patterns in the network. As we can see in Figure 6 it turns out that for the √ n-rich-club the degree in the whole network is a good order. The block diagrams illustrate that the √ n-rich-clubs are strongly structured, i.e., the entropy is low, and the structure varies from network to network. Common to all of the networks is the fact that the connectivity and density (darkness) increases the lower the degrees are. The affiliation model however is most highly connected among the low degree nodes of the √ n-rich-club.
Symmetry In some networks the existence of an edge describes a reciprocal, symmetric relation between the two nodes involved (undirected network), whereas in other networks an edge from node a to node b (directed network) means that a has a certain relationship with b but not necessarily the other way around. Classically, sociologists make a distinction between directed networks and undirected networks when analysing them. For example the book [24] describes a decision tree for the analysis of cohesive subgroups on page 78. The first question in the decision tree is "Is the network directed?". The mathematical tools that are used differ depending on the answer, e.g., the notion of prestige does only apply to directed networks. In order to find the most important actor, the degree prestige, i.e., the indegree is used. On the other hand, in undirected graphs, one can use the degree centrality. 1 Clearly the directed graph model contains more information than its equivalent undirected version. However in many social networks it is not data rich-club n # comp LCC  youtube  1067  9 1059  wikipedia  1367  1 1367  author citations  291  1  291  orkut  1752  9 1743  livejournal  2281  36 2183  flickr  1517  1 1517  facebook  252  1  252  AS  183  4  180  ER  1000  965  2  BA  1000 1 1000 affiliation 1000 1 1000 Table 4 : Connectivity table of √ n-rich-club. This table summarizes the number of connected components the √ n-rich-club, the size of its largest connected component (LCC), and the percentage of nodes outside the rich-club that have at least one edge to a node inside the rich-club. possible or very difficult to derive who initiated a relationship between two actors and/or what the direction of an edge is. For directed networks a natural question is whether the rich-club of the network is more symmetric than the rest of the network. Of our datasets the networks wikipedia, flickr, youtube and ER graph are directed. The average symmetric degree in the rich-club has a unique maximum in all three real networks. The maximum "ordinary" average degree of the rich-club is reached slightly after the maximum of the symmetric rich-club degree. Furthermore, it holds that the rich-club of the networks is more symmetric: the ratio between symmetric edges and all edges in the k-rich-club starts at almost 1 for k = 2 and then decreases rather quickly until reaching almost zero when k approaches n. At around the maximum sociability (k ≈ √ n) the symmetric edges are still a significant fraction of all edges. In the ER graph model there are no symmetric edges which is not surprising for the chosen edge probability. Since the BA model and the affiliation model are undirected they cannot help to explain or model the high symmetry within the rich-club.
In addition we counted the number of symmetric edges in the √ n-rich-club of twitter. In the following table we can see that 89% of the edges in the twitter √ n-rich-club are reciprocal, while in the whole twitter network 22.1% of all edges are reciprocal [12] . When considering the twitter network we notice that the √ n-rich-club features especially high symmetry. One possible explanation for this is that the rich-club of twitter is much larger than in the other networks and that this increases the social pressure on each of its members to increase the symmetry. Another explanation is that for twitter many tools exist that help twitter users to organize their tweets, followers and the users they are following. Among other features, some of these tools offer the functionality to add a new follower to the list of people their following. Presumably many of the high degree twitter users apply such a software and "follow back" their followers. In order to find Figure 6 : Block diagrams of adjacency matrices generated by Mathematica: A black pixel stands for an edge between two nodes while a white pixel implies that no edge connects these nodes. The first two rows present the adjacency matrices of the √ n-richclub of the nine networks we analyze. The last row shows the adjacency matrices of the graphs generated by the ER, BA and affiliation models.
out if one of these theses is true, it is necessary to scrutinize data of other large networks and observe how the symmetry percentage changes with growing network size.
DISCUSSION AND OPEN PROBLEMS
Reinforcing the claims of previous work on high degree nodes, our data analysis shows that many complex networks have a small subgraph which is much more dense than there complete network. In addition the structure of the whole network is much influence by this rich club. This can be exploited to find good candidate networks for the problem of finding the most dense subgraph (a NP-hard problem [9] on general graphs). One can apply the following procedure: Sort the nodes according to their degrees and choose the most dense subgraph among the subgraphs that containing the first k highest degree nodes. We hope that this heuristic can be turned into an approximation algorithm once there are better models that capture the rich-club structural properties of complex networks.
In addition we provide answers to the central question of how symmetry is spread among the edges of directed social networks. We show that edges inside the rich-club are much more symmetric than random edges that are not inside the rich-club. We can also see that in real complex networks most of the participants that are in the rich-club arrive early.
In order to make a step forward towards finding the "correct" size of the rich-club we use rich-club expansion to determine a subset which exhibits significant structural difference and influence to the rest of the network. This is closely related to the question of finding the elite of a complex network.
In the networks we examined we saw that such an rich-club that contains the highest degree nodes that reach the maximum average degree among all possible rich-club sizes. Our analysis showed that this maximum was reached at a richclub size of around √ n. This, together with the fact that the number of outside nodes that are within one hop away of the √ n-rich-club is very high, points to the fact that the rich-club of the network has a great influences of what happens in the whole network.
2 Thus the √ n-rich-club is a candidate for an approximation of the elite. It remains to find further evidence for an elite of size √ n and more discussion on what a complex network's elite's precise definition. In any case, understanding the structure of rich-clubs will help to determine and study the elite of complex networks. Unfortunately none of the existing models we examined are able to predict all the phenomena we describe. Hence, we support the quest raised in [25] for models capturing the main properties of complex networks and their elites continues, to be able to provide a better understanding of society and its communities.
We believe that the density of the rich-clubs in the online social networks such as Twitter and Flickr is higher than the density of other networks such as protein or other biological networks. It might be the case that the later networks are of bounded dimension (by physical constraints) and hence the the expansion is bounded while the highly dense online networks do not have such bounds. Another interesting question is whether there is a relation between the maximal amount of information flowing in the networks compared to the density of the rich-club. In other words in some networks the information processing capacity of the nodes is bounded. We claim that in networks like Twitter where the message length is limited to 140 characters a much denser rich-club manifests than in networks like Livejournal where blog entries can be arbitrarily long, contain pictures, etc.
